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the epson ecotank et-3850 has a good quality and build quality. its two flatbed scanners are fairly
high-quality, with good photo quality and sharp images. however, the quality of the scans can be a

little inconsistent. also, the quality of the automatic document feeder is poor, and its plastic design is
prone to scratches and dust. when you look at the epson et-3850, you can see that it is a very simple
machine with a lot of features. it can scan documents, print documents, and copy documents. it also

has an automatic document feeder, so it can feed documents from the scanner and print them. it
comes with a few software programs, so you can easily use the et-3850 for a number of different

uses. its scanner is pretty good, and its photo quality is acceptable. however, its overall build quality
is poor, and it requires a lot of maintenance to keep the inkjet working well. the epson et-3850 has a

good quality and build quality. its two flatbed scanners are fairly high-quality, with good photo
quality and sharp images. however, the quality of the scans can be a little inconsistent. also, the
quality of the automatic document feeder is poor, and its plastic design is prone to scratches and
dust. the epson has a high-resolution flatbed scanner and an automatic document feeder to easily

digitize forms and photos. thanks to its high page yield for both black and color documents, the cost-
per-print stays very low, even if you print frequently. while it produces decent-quality photos, the

images have noticeable grain, and the colors look inaccurate. also, it requires consistent
maintenance to keep the printer functional as it's an inkjet unit, and it's prone to clogging.
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et-3850 delivers some

really high-quality prints.
its unique supertank

system makes a lot of
sense for an inkjet, as it
allows you to produce
extremely high yields
while using few ink

cartridges, which keep the
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cost-per-print extremely
low. it has a built-in

flatbed scanner, which is
great for scanning in

document pages and other
items. it also has a fast-
dial usb port to easily

connect to your computer,
which makes it a great

choice for home or office
use. the epson et-3850
has an exceptional ink

system. rather than using
traditional cartridges, it
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has four refillable ink
tanks, which you refill

using ink bottles. thanks
to this system, this printer
yields thousands of black
and color pages before
you need to replace the

ink. you can easily see the
ink levels from the front of
the printer. however, its

important to note that this
printer doesnt have an ink
level sensor, so it doesnt
know the exact ink levels
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left. instead, it monitors
ink usage internally to
provide an estimate of
when the ink levels run
low, which means youll
have to keep an eye on

your ink levels and
manually reset the printer
settings when you choose

to refill the tanks. you
shouldnt let the ink levels
run too low, as this could
introduce air bubbles into

the print tubes and
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damage the printheads.
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